1. **Tilawat, Hadith, Naat and National Anthem**

- Tilawat, Hadith and Naat by Qari Muhammad Younas
- National Anthem

**Suspension of Member**

Mr. Speaker put the following question to the House, which was unanimously adopted by the House:

“That during the sitting of the National Assembly held on 16th May, 2024, an unfortunate incident took place between Chaudhry Tariq Bashir Cheema, MNA and Ms. Zartaj Gul, MNA, thereby he eroded sanctity of the House, in violation of rule 30 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the National Assembly, 2007, thereby disregarding the authority of Chair and abusing the Rules by willfully disrupting and obstructing the proceedings. I, therefore, name him in terms of rule 21 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the National Assembly, 2007. Now I put the question to the House that Chaudhry Tariq Bashir Cheema, MNA be suspended from the service of the Assembly for the remainder of the session.”

**Election of the Standing Committees**

Syed Naveed Qamar, MNA moved the following motion which was adopted by the House:

“That all the Standing Committees of the National Assembly be elected and the Honourable Speaker be authorized to nominate Members to the Standing Committees, on the recommendations of Parliamentary Party Heads, respectively. The Honourable Speaker may make such changes in the composition of the Standing Committees, as and when he may deem fit.”

**Constitution of Parliamentary Friendship Groups**

Syed Naveed Qamar, MNA moved the following motion which was adopted by the House:

“That in order to promote friendly relations between Parliamentarians of Pakistan and elected representatives of foreign democratic Assemblies, this House authorize Honourable Speaker to constitute Parliamentary Friendship Groups with democratic Assemblies and make changes in such groups as and when so required.”

**Announcement**

Mr. Speaker made observation that earlier strict instructions have been issued that in case videos are made by any person for Social Media, at the time members enters in the Assembly, or in the lifts or in the premises of the Assembly building from iron gate to gate No. 1, their cell phones will be confiscated. Mr. speaker further stated that very simple and straight forward guidelines are being issued for the security point of view, therefore, all the Members are requested to please extend cooperation in this regard.
POINTS OF ORDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of members</th>
<th>Brief Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Khawaja Muhammad Asif, Minister for Defence, Defence Production and Aviation 11.18 a.m. to 11.22 a.m. (0:59)</td>
<td>Expressed security concerns and urged to revisit visitor’s policy for reduction of number of guests in the House and in the Assembly premises. Mr. Speaker appreciated and endorsed the valid security concerns raised by Khawaja Muhammad Asif, Minister for Defence regarding visitors in the premises of the Assembly building. Mr. Speaker expressed that the matter was discussed with the Minister for Interior along with I.G Police, Islamabad and Senate Secretariat. In this regard security measures are being taken to improve security level of the Parliament Building.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QUESTIONS

2. Questions entered in a separate list to be asked and answers given. The lists of questions with their answers were tabled.

CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE

3. KHAWAJA IZHAR UL HASSAN SYED WASEEM HUSSAIN MR. MUHAMMAD MOIN AAMIR PIRZADA to invite attention of the Minister for Aviation to a matter of urgent public importance regarding non-functioning of Hyderabad Airport for commercial airlines, causing grave concern amongst the public. Left-over

MOTION OF THANKS

4. Further discussion on the following motion moved by SENATOR AZAM NAZEER TARAR, Minister for Law and Justice and Parliamentary Affairs on 24th April, 2024:- “This House expresses its deep gratitude to the President of Pakistan for his address to both Houses assembled together on 18th April, 2024.” Left-over

CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE

5. HAJI IMTIAZ AHMED CHOUDHRY KHAWAJA SHERAZ MEHMOOD MR. M. SANAULLAH KHAN MASTIKHEL to invite attention of the Minister for Energy (Petroleum Division) to a matter of urgent public importance regarding inordinate delay to complete gas pipeline network and provision of gas to sixty villages in NA-68 Mandi Bahauddin, NA-91 Bhakkar, NA-183 Taunsa Sharif and other parts of Pakistan, causing grave concern amongst the public. Left-over

At 11.25 a.m. Mr. Speaker read out the Prorogation Order signed by the President to prorogue the National Assembly session.

Islamabad, the 17th May, 2024

TAHIR HUSSAIN Secretary General